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Idealrain

Stick hand

shower

Idealrain

Shower head

From inspiration to installation, Singular™ is our

end-to-end journey for creating endless cross-category 

washroom and bathroom solutions for all of our 

customers.

It’s built on our understanding of customer and sector 

needs, and brings together our specification expertise, 

design and performance to create solutions that make 

life easier for everyone.

Where it all 
comes together.

CERATHERM NAVIGO®

Ceratherm Navigo®

2 outlets



Curating the perfect shower experience relies on a 

combination of comfort, performance and style. Ideal 

Standard’s Ceratherm collection of thermostatic shower 

mixers is now available with our innovative Navigo® 

technology, allowing users to control their shower at the 

touch of a button.  

When design
meets performance.
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Leaders in PerformanceTM

Precise and consistent
temperature settings

Discreet shower option 
symbols on top of the 
control knobs for an intuitive 
operationEngineered 

for control.

One smooth push-and-turn 
movement to control
the water flow at your
preselected temperature

CERATHERM NAVIGO®

Slim and sleek 
design: 10mm only

Navigo® allows you to operate your shower 

with one simple push-and-turn movement:

Pushing the control knob starts or stops the shower.

Turning the dial allows for precise control of water flow.

Experience hand-spray and

overhead rain-shower simultaneously.

Slim faceplate made of metal for

long-term durability.

Ergonomically designed metal handles 

featuring easy-grip grooves.

FirmaFlow® Therm thermostatic cartridge 

offering precise temperature control.

Navigo® technology let’s you control your showering experience with one smooth 

push of a button. The sleek innovative system provides ultimate control over water 

flow and temperature, making every single shower a perfect one. 
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40°C  safety button 
to prevent scalding
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CERATHERM NAVIGO®

Code A7295AA Code A7295A5 Code A7295GN Code A7295A2

Code A7301AA Code A7301A5 Code A7301GN Code A7301A2

Code A7302AA Code A7302A5 Code A7302GN Code A7302A2

Built-in thermostatic bath & shower mixer

Code A7296AA Code A7296A5 Code A7296GN Code A7296A2

Our Singular™ concept allows you to create your own, individual 

bathroom solution. 

Combine Ceratherm Navigo® with our wide range of products, 

knowing they will work together seamlessly, delivering cutting-edge 

matching design and long-lasting performance.
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Idealrain

Shower head

Idealrain

Stick hand shower set

Ceratherm Navigo®

2 outlets

A range of choices 
with Navigo®.



CERATHERM NAVIGO®
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To ensure flawless performance and an 

effortless installation of the Ceratherm 

Navigo® shower mixers, they have been 

combined with Ideal Standard’s built-in 

installation technology - Easy-Box.

First launched 10 years ago, Easy-Box is 

installed in about 800,000 bathrooms. 

So, you can be sure it delivers on its 

promise.

The perfect 
combination.
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Ideal Standard’s flexible built-in unit simplifies the installation process

and eliminates the need for any specific tools. Thanks to its innovative

features, the Easy-Box can adapt to any project and installation type.

The hidden
technology: Easy-Box.

CERATHERM NAVIGO®
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CERATHERM NAVIGO®

Grooves
The grooves facilitate easier 

trimming of the protruding parts of 

the box.

Cable entry
for eletronic versions

Cover
The cover contains a short installation 

guide (not shown in image) and an 

integrated spirit-level holder to facilitate 

alignment of the Easy-Box.

Support
The optimised spirit-level holder enables 

accurate and reliable positioning both 

horizontally and vertically.

Flushing device
Loosening the internal hexagonal 

screw releases the flushing device 

from the brass cross joint.

Functional unit
Retrofit service valves, integrated in 

all thermostats, optional accessory 

on SL.

Fixation holes
The conveniently-positioned holes 

facilitate mounting in all installation 

positions.

Fixation feet
The fixation feet enable simple fixation and 

gradual depth adjustment (up to 22 mm 

variation in the unit, plus 35 mm with the feet)

Pipe connections ½”
The protruding connections

facilitate the pipe 

attachment on most 

common sizes

Smart features for an 
effortless installation.
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CERATHERM NAVIGO®
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Suitable for every project 
with Fast-Fix.

All our products are designed to meet the needs of our customers and make their

life easier. That is why we have developed the Fast-Fix mounting system, offering

advanced features that ensure installation is hassle-free and, above all, flexible.

Whether it is in-wall, on-wall or in-front-of-the-wall installation, mounting on

pre-carrier systems or on pre-fabricated cells, the Easy-Box adapts to any project. 

1. Choose your type of installation

1.
In-wall installation.

4.
Installation on pre-carrier
systems.

2.
On-wall installation.

5.
Installation on prefabricated 
cells.

3.
In-front-of.wall
installation.

6. 
Installation in stud walls 
(with bracket to be orderd 
separatly).

EASY-Box combines 
modern design with 
advanced technology.

2. Installation

1.
On-wall installation.
Connect the pipes.

4.
Trim the protruding part of 
the box, turn off the water 
and disassemble the flushing 
device.

2.
Fix sealing fabric on ready 
plastered and pre-treated 
wall.

5.
Assemble the function unit 
(thermostat or single lever 
body) from Kit 2 and verify 
watertightness.

3.
Rinse pipes using a pre-
assembled flushing device.

6. Slide the plate support 
over the cartridge and the 
diverter and screw into the 
right position. Then mount 
the visible design parts.
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CERATHERM NAVIGO®

100% waterproof.

External waterproofing

Intelligent manufacturing 

The sealing fleece prevents water, coming from the 

shower space, to penetrate into the wall.

The escutcheon is manufactured in a 2-component

die-casting process. Direct injection moulding

ensures that the joints remain perfectly watertight.

The reliable Dicht-Fix system offers triple 

protection against water getting in or out of 

the built-in unit and therefore eliminates the 

risk of leakage behind the wall.
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The reliable Dicht-Fix system offers triple 

protection against water getting in or out of 

the built-in unit and therefore eliminates the 

risk of leakage behind the wall.
Internal waterproofing

Construction protection

Additional sealings around the protruding

pipes prevent any water from leaking from

the Easy-Box into the wall.

Solid plaster guard which 

protects the inside until final assembly.
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CERATHERM NAVIGO®

The combination of our Ceratherm Navigo® thermostatic mixers 

and the flexible in-built Easy-Box-Unit offers a wide variety of 

solutions for you to choose from. 

Whatever your project and installation requirements, Easy-Box 

can adapt to your specific needs, allowing you to create a durable 

and reliable showering solution. 

Our Ceratherm Navigo® shower mixers are available in four 

different finishes and can be combined with Ideal Standard’s 

matching shower accessories.

 

Finally, we offer a wide range of taps and mixers in the same 

colour ways, expertly crafted ceramic collections and beautifully 

designed furniture that enable you to create your one, perfect 

bathroom solution.

Unlimited possibilities,
one single solution.
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Greater flexibility.
The universal Easy-Box installation kit is also the perfect choice for 
Ideal Standard’s wide range of two-handle and electronic thermostats 
as well as single lever mixers, offering more flexibility in bathroom 
design.

CERATHERM T100

Code A5813--

Code A5814--

Code A6956--

Code A7522--

CERATHERM C100

Code A6157AA Code A6155AA Code A6868AA Code A6869AA

CERAPLUS ELECTRONIC CERAPLUS

AA XG A5 GN A2

AA XG A5 GN A2

AA XG A5 GN A2

AA XG A5 GN A2

OTHER COMPATIBLE COLLECTIONS
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Code A6724AA Code A6865AACode A6725AA Code A6866AA

CERAFLEX CERAPLUS

Code A6585AA Code A6586AA

TESI

Code A7034-- Code A7035--

CONNECT AIR

AA A5 GN A2 AA A5 GN A2

JOY

Code A7382-- Code A7383--AA A5 GN A2 AA A5 GN A2

Code A7373-- Code A7374--

CONCA

AA A5 GN A2 AA A5 GN A2

Code A7349-- Code A7350-- Code A7388--

CERAFINE O CERALINE

AA XG AA XG AA XG Code A7389-- AA XG

Code A6114AA Code A6115AA Code A7347AA Code A7348AA

CERAPLAN CERAFINE D

Endless options.
Our single lever bath and shower mixers are not only available in 
a wide variety of designs, shapes and finishes but also come with 
matching basin mixers, accessories and even ceramics. 

OTHER COMPATIBLE COLLECTIONS
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